
ECON 101: Principles of Microeconomics Spring 2015

Discussion Section 3

KEY CONCEPTS

* Competitive markets

- Agents are price takers: Small agents, no barriers to enter, homogeneous goods and

perfect information about quality.

* Demand (Maximum willingness to pay)

- Law of demand: Quantity demanded is higher at lower prices, demand has a negative

slope.

* Supply (Oportunity cost of production):

- Increasing oportunity cost: quantity supplied is higher at higher prices, supply has a

positive slope.

* Equilibrium (prediction of model)

- The equilibrium is a price and a quantity were supply equals demand.

* Shifts (factors other than price that affect supply or demand)

- Demand is shifted by changes in:

· Prices of substitutes or complements

· Income (normal vs. inferior goods)

· Tastes or expectations

QUESTION 1 (Maximum willingness to pay)

A consulting firm surveyed 1,000 students in UW-Madison about their preferences over

football student tickets. They reported their maximum willingness to pay for season tickets

and the results are in the following table.

Maximum willingness to pay Number of students

$80 150

$130 240

$180 160

$230 170

$280 130

$330 70

$380 80

(a) Graph the demand for student tickets. Does it satisfy the law of demand?

(b) If season tickets are sold at $160, how many students will buy them?

(c) How does quantity demanded change if instead the price is $200?

(d) Suppose that the school has 850 tickets to sell, what will be an equilibrium price? (Note

that there is not only one such price for this example)
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(e) Imagine that people learn that the badgers will be playing against the buckeyes next

season and everyone is willing to pay an extra $60 for season tickets. How will the demand

change? What will now be an equilibrium price for the same 850 tickets? (Extra: does

the price necessarily go up?)

QUESTION 2 (Demand shifters)

State whether the following statements are true or false and explain why

(a) The demand for American Airlines tickets increases when United Airlines’ tickets’ price

goes down.

(b) The demand of a good decreases when the price of a complementary good increases.

(c) Instant noodles are an inferior good because when income decreases its demand goes up.

(d) If the demand for A increases when the price of B decreases, A and B are substitutes.

(e) Normal goods’ demand increases when the price of an inferior good decreases.

QUESTION 3 (Demand curve)

Suppose that the demand for apples is given by the following equation: P = aQ + 20 + b

(a) Suppose b = 0. Due to the law of demand, should a be positive or negative?

(b) Suppose b = 0 and a = −2. What is the quantity demanded if price equals 12?

(c) Suppose b = 5 and a = −1. If the supply is equal to 15, what is the equilibrium price?

(d) Suppose a = −1. When the price of oranges plummeted, b went from 5 to 15. Are apples

and oranges complements or substitutes?

(e) Suppose b = 0. During a recession, a went from −2 to −1. Are apples a normal or an

inferior good?

(f) Suppose a = −1. What will happen to b if it is discovered that eating apples reduces the

probability of getting cancer?
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